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Jaisalmer

Amidst the Golden Desert lies the magnificence 
Jaisalmer. Summarizing the allure of the desert, 
this flaxen grandeur submerged in golden        
sandstone stand with arrogance on the Trikuta 
Hill in the heart of the Thar Desert.  Jaisalmer has 
attracted travellers to its wind-swept sand dunes, 
fort, palaces and Jain Temples since a thousand 
years.years. The Jaisalmer sand dunes have shaped the 
melodies of the desert tribes inhabiting the Thar 
since scores of generations. The tranquillity you 
will feel on the cold desert sand and a clear night 
sky will bring you closer to yourself and your 
loved ones.

Legend has it that Lord Krishna foretold Arjuna 
that a descendent of the Yadav Clan would built 
his kingdom atop the Trikuta Hill. His prediction 
was fulfilled when Rawal Jaisal, a descendent of 
the Yadav Clan founded new capital Jaisalmer in 
1156 A.D. The life within the city enchants           
medieval glory, visible in its lane ragout with   
magnificentmagnificent palace, havelis, temples and           
ubiquitous camels. Embellished with festivity and 
entertainment, the Golden City of Jaisalmer is 
scrupulously a mesmerizing experience for a die-
hard nature lover on the sparkling sands.

In the recent times, Jaisalmer district is bestowed with Art, Architecture, Culture and traditions full of 
color and music . There is something to do for everyone with all kinds of tastes and likes. With adventure 
sports, temples, lakes, a national park, fossil museum, war memorials & museums and camping at the 
dunes,  there is something for everyone no matter what their age or their interest are. This is also reason 
behind Jaisalmer’s rise as a popular tourist destination in Western India.

(Clockwise from top-left: Sun-rise from one of the fort’s watch towers, camel and its owner walking in the desert with sunset in the backdrop, desert camp 
setup at Khuri Dunes, a picture of the desert national park from Gajai Mata dunes.)



Imagine awakening in the lap of luxury for which Rajasthan royalty is famous for. Whether you are 
discovering the history of Rajasthan, relaxing in the tranquil solitude of the desert, or embarking on an 
adventurous desert experience, Fort Rajwada offers a blend of the modern and the classical. A 
luxury hotel with 90 rooms, 4 mini suites and 4 suites, Fort Rajwada offers an unparalleled                 
opportunity to experience Jaisalmer and the Thar Desert. An oasis of exclusive tranquillity five minutes 
away from the Jaisalmer fort, Fort Rajwada welcomes you to experience the way of life of the                
Rajputana royalty.

Breath-taking fourth century Jharokhas and larger than life restaurants combined with our service 
driven by enthusiasm, affability, love and warmth, Fort Rajwada is the ideal destination to      
experience a truly royal rajputana holiday. Along with our rooms, our lush gardens and the Fort 
View Restaurant serve as ideal locations for any event be it weddings, birthday parties or any 
other small or large gatherings. Our Sunet Bar or the Pool-side Barbeque are the perfect locations to 
end your tiresome day in Jaisalmer, with a drink, live Barbeque and maybe a swim under the 
star-lit sky.

Fort Rajwada



Rooms

Inspired by the soothing shades of sandstone, and the cultural splendour the erstwhile kings of 
Rajputana were famous for, Fort Rajwada ensures a majestic experience to its guests. Our rooms 
are designed keeping this in mind.

Our Deluxe and Super Deluxe room room       
features Rajasthani style decor and is ideal for 
families with children and couples who want 
to experience the true Rajasthani Hospitality in a 
budget. These room offers the guest the           
oppurtunity to enjoy the true rajputana               
hospitality.

Feautring Imperial Rajasthani architechture, the 
Royal Suites are reminiscent of the Palatial 
rooms of "Senapattis" of rajput armies. With a 
seperate dining area and two spacious           
bathrooms, these suites truely imitate the        
Imperial Rajasthani Lifestyle. 

TheThe "Sheesh Mahal" or Mirror Palace stands by 
its name. The room has walls filled with              
designes made from small mirrors embeded 
into the walls.This room is the paramount of 
Luxurious Royal Experience. 

Decorated like the rooms of rajasthani royalty, 
the Executive Suites are similiar to those of high 
ranked rajputana warriors. These spacious 
rooms come with a lot of seating choices from 
coffee table and chairs to an in-room dining       
section.



Bars & Restaurants

No holiday is complete with some good wine and great food. Fort Rajwada recognizes this fact 
which is why we have 5 bars and restaurants to cater to your every gastronomical need. From   
authentic rajasthani delicacies to continental, chineese, muglai or fresh juicy kebabs, everything 
is available right here at Fort Rajwada.

(Clockwise from top left: Sonal a multi-cuisine restaurant with a seeting capacity of 130 guest; Roopal, the coffee shop with a seating capacity of 
75 guests; Pattu Bar serves local brewed wines and liquors besides imported liquor can seat upto 80 guest;  Fresh Kebab counter at the pool 
side restaurant which can serve upto 60 guests; sunset bar and restaurant allows you to watch the sunet or gaze at the star-lit Jasalmer sky while 
you sip on some exotic wines & liquor. It can serve upto 50 guests.)



Weddings

Some events occur just once in a lifetime, which is why they need to extra special. Some have    
envisioned and planned such events from childhood. Fort Rajwada understands this and       
therefore goes out of the way to ensure that every wish ais fulfilled and your day goes exactly as 
planned. 

ToTo hold your dream desert wedding, Fort Rajwada offers a choice of four venues. The Fort View 
Restaurant with a capacity to sit 200 guest and the Thar Desert in the backdrop, this is the ideal 
location to accomodate large gatherings. The lawns can accomate over 500 guests and serve as 
an excellent location to hold wedding locations. Ganga Villas is a covered hall that can sit 100 
people and accomodate over 300 people. Finally, Khuri Dunes or Sam Dunes, serve as the perfect 
location to get married right in the middle of the desert with dunes in the backdrop.



OFFSITES & MEETINGS

If planned properly and, more importantly, conducted at the right place, corporate offsites and 
offiste meetings can be a very useful & productive tools. Increased productivity, team building, 
stronger inter-departmental bonds and higher motivated employees are a few uses of a well    
conducted offsite.

FortFort Rajwada offers multiple options to suit your every need, big or small, to conduct a               
successfull offsite. With a choice from three venues for formal meeting, namely Gangavillas,  
Conference Hall and Board Room, and five venues for informal get-togethers, namely Fort View 
Restaurant, Sunet bar, Pool Side Restaurant, Front Lawns and Dunes at Khuri or Sam, Fort 
Rajwda is the best there is for you to conduct your corporate offsite.



Packages

Royal Dessert
Experience

  Overnight Stay in swiss camps
  Camel Safari at sunset
  Dinner & Folk Music Program
  15% Discount in all restaurants
  

starts ₹8,500/-

A Romantic 
Desert Affair

  Sky-lit private romantic dinner. 
  Free 30 min jaccuzzi session. 
  Breakfast in bed.
  Rose petal decorated bed.
  Camel safari at sunset.
  Complementary sparkling wine.

starts ₹20,899/-

A Gush
Of Adrenaline

  Dune bashing/ATV riding
  15% discount in all restaurants
  Free Health Club Access.
  Complementary Tea/Coffee
  Free WiFi
  10% discount at Pattu Bar.

starts ₹10,799/-

Packages & Rates

*Taxes extra as applicable
**Fort Rajwada Reserves the right to modify and/or discontinue package at its own discresion. T&C Apply.

STANDARD ROOM RATES


